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Abstract — The dragonfly topology is becoming a popular choice for building high-radix, low-diameter networks with 
high-bandwidth links. Even with a powerful network, preliminary experiments on Edison at NERSC have shown that 
for communication-heavy applications, job interference and thus presumably job placement remains an important factor. In 
this poster, we explore the effects of  job placement, parallel workloads and network configurations on network throughput 
to better understand inter-job interference. We use a simulation tool called Damselfly to model the network behavior of  
Edison and study the impact of  various system parameters on network throughput. Parallel workloads based on five rep-
resentative communication patterns are used and the simulation studies on up to 131,072 cores are aided by a new visu-
alization of  the dragonfly network.

Methodology and Tools
Damselfly: Analytical simulation tool to model congestion on dragonfly networks
      • Outputs the steady-state traffic on all ports of  each router on the machine
Modifications to Damselfly:
      • Support to simulate arbitrary connections between routers in a dragonfly topology
      • Enable simulation of  multi-job workloads with user-defined placement
      • Ability to attribute link traffic to individual jobs within a workload

DragonView: Visual analytics tool to understand network traffic and throughput
      • Radial view shows the job placement and inter-group (blue) links
      • Matrix views show the intra-group (green and black) links

Experimental Setup
• Use the network topology for Edison provided by NERSC system administrators
• Also use an allocation policy that resembles the batch queue on Edison
• Five communication patterns representative of  codes run at NERSC: 2D Stencil, 4D Stencil, Ma-
ny-to-many, Spread, Unstructured Mesh (UMesh) 

Job 0 Job 1 Job 2 Job 3
Job Size (#cores)  32,768 32,768 32,768 32,768

WD 1 Spread 2D Stencil 4D Stencil Many-to-many
WD 2 2D Stencil 4D Stencil UMesh Spread
WD 3 UMesh Spread Many-to-many 2D Stencil
WD 4 4D Stencil Many-to-many Spread UMesh
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(a) 2D Stencil (b) 4D Stencil (c) Many-to-many (d) Spread

Individual Jobs

Traffic on blue (radial view) and green (matrix view) links for individual jobs running on 64k cores. Note: the maximum range for 2D Sten-
cil and Many-to-many is much smaller than the other two patterns, 4D Stencil and Spread, which are communication-heavy. Green links are 

the primary bottleneck for 2D Stencil; Many-to-many stresses green links and blue links to a small extent; 4D Stencil stresses both green 
and blue links with heavy communication; Blue links are the primary bottleneck for Spread.

(a) 4D Stencil (Individual) (c) Spread (Individual) (d) Spread (In Workload)(b) 4D Stencil (In Workload)

Parallel Workloads

Traffic on blue links above a certain threshold can be attributed to 4D Stencil ((a) and (b)) and Spread ((c) and (d)) in Workload 4. When 
running individually, these patterns tend to use more inter-group links. In a parallel workload, traffic for individual jobs gets restricted to 

fewer links on the network to allow other jobs to route their traffic through the same links.

Average and maximum traffic on green 
and blue links for the jobs in the four 
workloads. The “Individual” bars show 
the traffic if  the job was running on 
the system by itself. The “In Work-
load” bars show the portion of  the 
overall traffic that can be attributed to 
each job.

Modifying the Network

The impact of  removing and adding black and blue cables respectively on the average and maximum 
traffic for different link types for workloads 2 and 4. Removing a black link between each router-pair 

only has a small impact on the average and maximum traffic on the network.

Visualization of  the network traffic using DragonView for two cases: the baseline network configura-
tion (left) and replacing a black link per router pair by a blue link (right). Adding blue links reduces the 

congestion on inter-group links significantly.
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Summary
• Use simulation and visualization to understand inter-job interference and impact of  network configu-
ration on network throughput
• Black links are not the bottleneck typically on the dragonfly topology
• Replacing a black cable by a blue cable reduces the overall congestion on the network


